Architectural Design for Enhancing Remote Patient Monitoring in Heart Failure: A Case Study of the RETENTION Project
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Abstract: This paper introduces the RETENTION Platform, an integrated healthcare data management system meticulously crafted to support personalised interventions, thereby enhancing outcomes for heart failure (HF) patients. Comprising three fundamental components—the Global Insights Cloud (GIC), the Clinical Site Backend (CSB), and Patient Edge (PE)—the platform coordinates a sophisticated array of functions. The GIC facilitates data analysis and machine learning model training, while the CSB enables daily patient check-ups, data gathering, and intervention application. The Patient Edge enables continuous monitoring and feedback collection from patients. The system is deployed using virtual machines (VMs) and Docker containers on a cloud-based infrastructure. Integration and testing procedures are outlined to safeguard system functionality. This paper provides a comprehensive overview of the RETENTION Platform's architecture and highlights its potential for improving healthcare delivery through personalised interventions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Chronic diseases are long-lasting conditions that require ongoing medical attention and may limit daily activities (Bernell & Howard, 2016). Heart failure (HF) is a prevalent chronic disease and a significant global health burden (Smith et al., 2012). HF is characterised by symptoms and signs resulting from cardiac abnormalities, leading to reduced cardiac output and elevated intracardiac pressures. Despite advancements in prevention, diagnosis, and
treatment, HF remains a leading cause of disability and premature death worldwide (The Global Cardiovascular Disease Pandemic, Current Status and Future Projections, 2015). It affects a substantial portion of the population, with estimates suggesting around 15 million Europeans and 5.8 million Americans suffer from HF (Braunschweig et al., 2011). The prevalence of HF is particularly high among older individuals, reaching over 10% in those over 70 years of age (Ponikowski et al., 2016). HF is associated with a poor five-year survival rate compared to other conditions like myocardial infarction and certain cancers (Ponikowski et al., 2016). Co-morbidities, including various diseases and mental disorders, often accompany HF, influencing its management and treatment (Ponikowski et al., 2016), (Calmette & Clauser, 2018),(Reiss et al., 2018). The economic burden of HF is substantial, with significant healthcare costs attributed to hospitalisations and the growing elderly population (Ayyadurai et al., 2019).

Efforts have been made to predict and prevent HF decompensation episodes, improve medical therapy, and introduce new devices to reduce hospitalisations (Ayyadurai et al., 2019). Remote monitoring, such as e-health applications, has shown promise in the follow-up management of HF patients (Rosen et al., 2017),(Black et al., 2014),(Koehler et al., 2018). Technological advancements enable the collection of patient data, including vital signs, routine ECGs, and advanced monitoring parameters, which can aid in disease management (Bashi et al., 2017). Evidence-based therapies, devices, and disease management programmes have demonstrated improved outcomes for HF patients (Braunschweig et al., 2011).

However, despite these advancements, some patients progress to an advanced stage of HF, requiring mechanical support devices or heart transplants (Calmette & Clauser, 2018),(Reiss et al., 2018). Remote monitoring of device parameters and patient data can help identify complications and the need for hospital evaluation (Calmette & Clauser, 2018). Heart transplant recipients often require multiple outpatient visits for monitoring and rejection assessment.

In light of these challenges, the RETENTION project aims to implement daily remote monitoring for HF patients. The goal is to collect various clinical, behavioural, and real-world data. The project will analyse this data using novel data analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) to enhance clinical management, minimise hospitalisations, and improve patient outcomes. It will also evaluate the potential of remote monitoring, data analysis models, and clinical interventions. This assessment will consider different health policy perspectives, addressing patient safety, quality of care, and the growing healthcare demand among the ageing population with complex conditions (Calmette & Clauser, 2018),(Reiss et al., 2018).

2 ADVANCING HEART FAILURE MONITORING

RETENTION strives to elevate remote patient monitoring for heart failure by enhancing current state-of-the-art technology across multiple dimensions. Through advancements in these areas, it seeks to enhance the quality of life, clinical management, and remote monitoring of patients with heart failure. In summary, the key contributions of RETENTION can be outlined as follows:

2.1 Artificial Intelligence in Heart Failure Management

Building a personalised decision support system that can make diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy more effective and reliable for HF patients is a complex challenge (Mielczarek, 2016). AI techniques, such as Bayesian networks, machine learning (ML) methods, and supervised learning algorithms like artificial neural networks (ANN), decision trees (DT), genetic algorithms (GA), and Support Vector Machines (SVM), have been utilised to develop risk assessments and mortality predictions (Weiss et al., 2012) using relevant medical data sources12. The application of ML algorithms to individual patient data allows for more accurate predictions and the elimination of noisy and irrelevant features. Furthermore, the ethical dimension of AI usage in healthcare, as addressed in the new EU framework for trustworthy AI, emphasises the need for lawful, ethical, and robust decision-making processes (Khodadadi et al., 2019). RETENTION will address these requirements by conforming to GDPR, ensuring privacy management, providing insights into data analytics, and continuously evaluating security standards and machine learning model reliability factors.

1 https://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov/data/
2 https://statistics.eurotransplant.org/
2.2 Explanation and Verification in Machine Learning

Machine learning methods, including deep learning, have been utilised to analyse large amounts of data in HF research (Sung et al., 2019). Interpretability and explainability of ML models have become crucial in validating and understanding the decisions made by the models (Quaglini et al., 2015). Techniques for interpreting and understanding the learned models have been developed to shed light on complex machine learning models (Bryan & Heagerty, 2016). RETENTION will investigate model-agnostic methods for interpreting ML models to enhance the interpretability and explainability of the system.

2.3 Wearables, Smart Homes and Internet of Things Devices in Healthcare

Smart homes and Internet of Things (IoT) devices have the potential to transform traditional healthcare systems into more efficient and personalised environments (Linkous et al., 2019). These technologies can collect health data, provide real-time self-monitoring and enable remote interventions by healthcare providers. Wearable sensors, implantable devices, and smart information platforms can continuously monitor physiological indicators of heart failure patients, improving comfort and combining data from various sources (Akmandor & Jha, 2017), (Crema et al., 2015), (Tripoliti et al., 2019). RETENTION will leverage a wide gamut of inputs from smart medical devices used daily by patients at home, wearable devices, Patient Reported Outcome Measures electronic questionnaires, and real-time sensor measurements, coupled with state-of-the-art ML models offering personalised predictions, to provide a ground-breaking yet practical and patient-friendly IT-enhanced patient monitoring framework that aims to help doctors improve patient outcomes and minimise emergency room visits and hospitalisations, contributing to the effective and efficient management of HF patients.

2.4 Big Data Management and Analytics

Big data analytics (BDA) platforms have evolved to address the challenges of complex correlations of heterogeneous, open, public, and private big data in a cost-effective, safe, and user-friendly manner (Assunção et al., 2015). RETENTION will adopt a model-driven approach to designing and implementing big data infrastructures, aiming for modularity, reusability, and automation. Interpretability and explainability of data analytics will be crucial in validating the results and ensuring evidence-based interventions (Sparks et al., n.d.), (Du et al., 2018).

2.5 Personalised Human-Computer Interactions

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) plays a vital role in delivering digital technologies to the healthcare sector (Blandford, 2019). User needs and usability factors, such as health literacy, age-related conditions, and the visualisation of complex health data, need to be considered in the design of user interfaces (Patel et al., 2015), (Groenvold et al., 2006). RETENTION will adopt a user-centric approach, involve users in the iterative design process, and develop adaptive visualisations and interfaces for healthcare practitioners and patients.

2.6 Security, Privacy, and Trust in Healthcare and IoT Systems

IoT applications in healthcare face security and privacy challenges, including mutual authentication, encryption, and data integrity (Salah & Khan, 2017). Cryptographic techniques, such as privacy-preserving encryption and differential privacy, have been proposed to preserve data confidentiality. Proper identity and authorisation management, along with access control policies, are essential for protecting user privacy (Hassija et al., 2019), (Li et al., 2018). RETENTION will combine novel and standardised technologies to provide lightweight and usable mechanisms for authentication, authorisation, privacy preservation, and secure communications. Continuous security and privacy assurance will be ensured through monitoring and evaluation tools (Li et al., 2018).

3 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF THE RETENTION PLATFORM

3.1 RETENTION Project Overview

The architectural design of the RETENTION project follows a comprehensive approach aimed at enhancing remote patient monitoring in heart failure. To summarise, the primary objective of the
The RETENTION initiative is to develop and implement a groundbreaking platform that facilitates advanced clinical monitoring and interventions with the aim of enhancing the management of patients suffering from chronic HF. This entails reducing mortality and hospitalisation rates while concurrently improving their overall quality of life, safety, and well-being.

The RETENTION platform will effectively aid clinical decision-making and provide evidence-based personalised interventions for HF patients by employing the following methods:

- Continuously monitoring and aggregating an extensive range of medical, clinical, physiological, behavioural, psychosocial, and real-world data pertinent to HF patients;
- Utilising cutting-edge model-driven big data analytics, statistical analysis, artificial intelligence, and machine learning techniques to analyse these data;
- Identifying patterns in the progression of HF and evaluating the patients' quality of life through a thorough examination of the collected data;
- Thoroughly cross-referencing and validating these findings against existing clinical literature; and
- Fostering transparent, comprehensible, and verifiable decision-making capabilities that leverage the evidence generated by the underlying data analysis, thereby bolstering clinical studies targeting HF and other cardiovascular diseases.

The RETENTION approach and its platform will be validated through a clinical study involving 450 HF patients recruited by six different hospitals in four different EU countries, with which there is some diversity in the management of such patients.

3.2 RETENTION Conceptual and System Architecture

The purpose of the system architecture activities was to define a coherent, comprehensive solution to the RETENTION platform based on principles, concepts, and properties that are related and functional to each other in a logical way. In this section, a detailed description of the architecture of the RETENTION system is provided, outlining the conceptual model and descriptions of the main components that constitute it. The RETENTION platform is architectured with privacy considerations in mind and avoids unnecessary concentration of patients’ personal data on, say, a cloud infrastructure beyond the patient’s or hospital's control. But at the same time, it allows ML model training across the data collected from multiple hospitals’ patients. It does so through a carefully designed architecture that pays particular attention to privacy protection while allowing direct access to the medically relevant patient data collected from the clinical sites, as enhanced through RETENTION’s enhanced patient monitoring outside the hospital. It is expected that the RETENTION Platform will attain a level of human-machine interaction of the highest standards to enable user-friendly interactions for handling the complexity of workflows and their outputs, coping with the output of complex models, the verification of those via the visualisation of the knowledge encoded, and the presentation of interventions.

The following figure illustrates all the high-level components of the system. Components are mainly interconnected via REST API interfaces to facilitate integration. As can be seen, the architecture is based on a 3-layer model (arising from a structured IoT architecture, modified for the RETENTION project): the Global Insights Cloud (GIC); the Clinical Site Backend (CSB); and the Patient Edge (PE).

These layers interact to facilitate data collection, analysis, and personalised interventions. The diagram featured in Figure 1 provides a comprehensive depiction of the RETENTION architecture, illustrating the various actors that operate within each respective layer.

![Figure 1: RETENTION Architecture: (Global Insights Cloud (GIC), Clinical Site Backend (CSB), and Patient Edge (PE).](image-url)

The Global Insights Cloud (GIC) serves as the central repository for big data analytics. The GIC layer encompasses several sub-components, including the GIC Dashboard, Federated RW Data Repository and Repository for Models, BDA Engine, Model Specification Tool, Disease Insights, Decision and Policy Support, Security Component, and GIC Architectural Design for Enhancing Remote Patient Monitoring in Heart Failure: A Case Study of the RETENTION Project.
Rest API. It collects anonymised patient data from all sites, enabling global data analytics and insight generation. The GIC hosts the analytics engine and provides tools for data scientists, clinical experts, and healthcare policymakers to make informed decisions about HF disease management. Additionally, the GIC supports incremental data analysis and model refinement, ensuring evidence-based interventions.

The Clinical Site Backend (CSB) operates at each clinical site and is responsible for patient data management and local analytics. It comprises sub-components such as the CSB Dashboard, FHIR3 (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) and Non-FHIR Repository, BDA Engine Models Executor, Decision Support System (DSS), Security Component, and CSB Rest API. It allows clinicians to monitor their patients, gather medical and usage data, and make informed decisions. The CSB facilitates the execution of personalised interventions based on trained machine learning models. It also ensures pseudonymisation of patient data. This protects privacy while granting clinicians access to pertinent information.

The Patient Edge (PE) encompasses a mobile application and a home gateway. It enables continuous monitoring of patients and the collection of real-world data. The mobile application serves as an interface for patients to report symptoms, record adherence to medication regimes, and report health metrics in a user-friendly, semi-automated manner. It collects and aggregates data from the patient’s smartwatch and smart medical devices (blood pressure metre, oximetre, weigh scales) that the patient uses on a daily basis, transmitting it to the CSB of the hospital monitoring the patient’s health. The home gateway also contributes by aggregating and transmitting to the CSB data from sensors in the patient’s indoor home environment, as well as relevant weather open data capturing the external environmental conditions of the patient’s home.

For the storage of medical data, a FHIR database was utilised. Healthcare terminologies and coding systems like SNOMED CT, LOINC, and ICD-10 were integrated into the FHIR standard to provide standardised codes and terminologies for representing clinical concepts, laboratory observations, and disease classifications, enhancing interoperability and allowing for consistent and meaningful exchange of healthcare information across different systems and applications that adhere to the FHIR standard.

Security and privacy are paramount in the RETENTION architecture. The Security Component of the RETENTION project is responsible for authentication, authorisation, and data protection during transit and storage. This component plays a pivotal role in ensuring the secure management of personal data in compliance with GDPR regulations. It facilitates secure data handling, distribution, and presentation to authorised users while safeguarding data privacy. This component is present in both the GIC and CSB instances and encompasses various mechanisms, including API management, role-based access control (RBAC), data encryption, API logs, device management, and RETENTION pseudonymisation. API management ensures data security and protection for exposed APIs, while RBAC restricts access to authorised roles and registered end-users. Data encryption safeguards personal and identifiable information. API logs monitor activity for potential security threats, and device management allows efficient technical support without compromising sensitive identification. The Security Component employs pseudonymisation as a measure of minimising the risk of data subjects’ identification. Data residing in GIC is anonymised.

Overall, the RETENTION system architecture will facilitate data-driven decision-making, personalised interventions, and secure data management. It supports multiple user roles, including system administrators, clinicians, patients, data scientists, and healthcare policymakers. By leveraging the capabilities of the GIC, CSB, and PE, the architecture will enable comprehensive monitoring and management of patients with heart failure, ultimately improving their clinical outcomes.

Figure 2: Transmission of data between PE, CSB and GIC.
3.3 Integration and Testing of the RETENTION System

The integration and testing phases of the RETENTION system were crucial for its successful development and completion. These phases involved the installation of the main components, the confirmation of software quality, and ensuring the functionality and performance of the system.

Software quality assurance included creating scenarios, entering test data, and controlling procedures to confirm the "quality" of the software product. The integration process followed a staged approach, which started with the installation and customisation of software components. Docker containers were used for deploying system components (dashboard, security component, DSS, data repositories) and integrating modules such as GIC, CSB, and PE.

Testing encompassed various stages, including unit tests, application tests, integration tests, system tests, and user acceptance tests. Unit testing verified the individual subsystems, while application testing focused on checking the business logic. Integration testing ensured successful communication and system reliability. System testing guaranteed that the system met operational requirements. User acceptance tests validated system functionality and performance.

During the deployment phase, two distinct stages will be undertaken. The first stage will involve data collection, allowing AI models to be trained. In the second stage, the system will be fully available to support clinical teams and their respective patients.

Deployment will guarantee the availability, security, and operational support of the RETENTION system. It will adhere to GDPR regulations to ensure the protection of sensitive data. The integration and testing phases ensure the functionality, reliability, and readiness of the RETENTION system for real-world implementation.

4 DISCUSSION

The RETENTION platform presents a significant advancement in the field of HF management through enhanced remote patient monitoring. The discussion section below elaborates on several key points and implications arising from the architectural design and conceptual framework of the RETENTION project.

The core objective of the RETENTION initiative is to significantly improve HF management by reducing mortality and hospitalisation rates while simultaneously enhancing the overall quality of life for HF patients. Through continuous data collection, state-of-the-art data analytics, and machine learning, the platform aims to provide personalised interventions based on robust evidence. This approach has the potential to revolutionise the way HF is managed and significantly impact patient outcomes. By leveraging a structured IoT architecture, the RETENTION platform sets a new standard for patient monitoring in chronic diseases.

The use of big data analytics and artificial intelligence in HF management is pivotal. Machine learning models, including Bayesian networks, ANN, and SVM, hold promise for improving risk assessments and mortality predictions. However, these models must meet ethical standards and data protection regulations, as emphasised by GDPR. The RETENTION project's commitment to lawful, ethical, and robust decision-making processes is essential for ensuring the platform's trustworthiness and compliance.

The importance of interpretability and explainability in machine learning models cannot be overstated. The RETENTION project's exploration of model-agnostic methods for interpreting ML models represents a significant step towards ensuring transparency in decision-making. This approach aligns with the broader trend in healthcare AI, where the ability to understand and validate model decisions is critical.

The integration of IoT devices into healthcare holds enormous potential. These technologies can provide real-time monitoring and personalised interventions, transforming traditional healthcare into a more efficient and patient-centric environment. RETENTION's use of real-time sensor measurements and personalised treatment exemplifies this potential, enhancing the management of HF patients and potentially extending to other chronic diseases.

Security and privacy are paramount in healthcare systems, especially when IoT applications are involved. The RETENTION project's approach to security, including privacy-preserving encryption and access control policies, addresses these challenges comprehensively. Ensuring the protection of user privacy while facilitating secure data exchanges is vital for the success of any healthcare platform.

The user-centric design approach adopted by the RETENTION project acknowledges the importance of considering user needs and usability factors. This perspective is particularly relevant in healthcare, where various user groups, including patients, clinicians, and data scientists, interact with the system. The emphasis on adaptive visualisations and
interfaces aligns with the broader trend of making healthcare technologies accessible to a wide range of users.

The RETENTION project's commitment to validation through a clinical study involving at least 450 HF patients across multiple EU countries is a crucial step. It ensures that the platform's benefits and effectiveness are rigorously evaluated in a real-world context with diverse patient populations and clinical settings.

In conclusion, the RETENTION platform represents a significant advancement in HF management by leveraging cutting-edge technologies and a comprehensive approach. By addressing challenges related to data analytics, explainability, IoT, security, and user-centric design, the project paves the way for more effective, personalised, and secure healthcare solutions. The clinical study will provide valuable insights into the platform's real-world impact and its potential for broader applications in healthcare data management and personalised interventions.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Overall, this paper provides a comprehensive understanding of the RETENTION system, focusing on its technical aspects and the modules comprising it. Specifically, the architecture for the RETENTION Platform is presented, which encompasses the Global Insights Cloud (GIC), Clinical Site Backend (CSB), and Patient Edge (PE) components. The GIC serves as the hub for data analysis and ML model training, providing evidence-based personalised interventions. The CSB supports daily patient check-ups, data gathering, and the application of ML models for interventions. The PE enables continuous patient monitoring and feedback collection. The infrastructure supporting the RETENTION system is based on virtual machines (VMs) and Docker containers, with a cloud-based deployment. Integration and testing procedures were crucial to ensuring the system's functionality and performance. The presented reference architecture lays the foundation for further development and implementation of the system to improve healthcare data management and personalised interventions.
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